
Supplementary Material for Dual Pseudo-Labels Interactive Self-training for
Semi-Supervised Visible-Infrared Person Re-Identification

A. Overview

In this document, we first introduce our method under
the bi-semi-supervised setting to make it easier to follow.
Secondly, we show the labeled sample division under the
bi-semi-supervised setting. Furthermore, we supplement
the comparison of the proposed method with unsupervised
methods. Finally, we present the visualization of the re-
trieval results.

A.1. The Proposed Method Under The Bi-semi-
supervised Setting

Compared with the uni-semi-supervised setting, the bi-
semi-supervised setting needs not only to predict pseudo-
label for infrared images but also to predict pseudo-label
for visible images. We split the dataset into a labeled set
and an unlabeled set. In the train phase, we first train the
model using the ground-truth label in the labeled set. Then
we use the trained model to predict hybrid pseudo-labels
for the unlabeled data. Finally, we train the model using the
pseudo label by the proposed method.

It is worth noting that the NLP module is slightly differ-
ent. The confidence of visible ŵv and confidence of infrared
ŵr are both set to 1 when we train the model in the labeled
set. In the unlabeled set, same as the uni-semi-supervised
setting, we obtain the confidence of visible ŵv and confi-
dence of infrared ŵr by GMM, respectively. The loss Lnlp

is modified as follows:
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where Nv and Nr are the number of visible images and in-
frared images, respectively. f(·) and C(·) are a function for
extracting the features of images from different modalities
and an identity classifier, respectively.

A.2. Labeled Sample Division Under The Bi-semi-
supervised Setting

We describe the labeled sample division under the bi-
semi-supervised setting in detail. We conduct different la-
beled ratios to train the model, in which the labeled ra-
tio varies from 10%, 25% to 50% on SYSU-MM01 and
RegDB, and the number of identities and samples at differ-
ent labeled ratios is shown in Table I. In detail, we employ
22,258 visible images and 11,909 infrared images with 395
identities on SYSU-MM01. For each identity, we randomly
sampled from the dataset in which the labeled ratio varies
from 10%, 25% to 50%. For example, we sample 5,565
images in the visible modality and 2,977 images in the in-
frared modality as a labeled set when the labeled ratio is
25%. Similarly, we employ 2,060 visible images and 2,060
infrared images with 206 identities on RegDB, under the
same setting, 515 visible images and 515 infrared images
are regarded as a labeled set when the labeled ratio is 25%.

A.3. Comparison with Unsupervised Methods

We compare the proposed method in the uni-semi-
supervised setting with six state-of-the-art USL methods.
The quantitative results are shown in Table II. These meth-
ods only use a single pseudo-label generation approach
(e.g., DBSCAN), which does not take cross-modality infor-
mation into account, resulting in their performances being
limited. Experimental results show that our hybrid pseudo-
label strategy is more conducive to semi-supervised VI-
ReID.

A.4. Visualization of The Retrieval Results

We compare the top-5 retrieved results of 3 selected in-
frared images between the proposed method and OTLA
on SYSU-MM01 (all-search mode) under the uni-semi-
supervised setting, respectively. The visualization of the
retrieval results is shown in Fig. I. The images in the first
column are the query images and the rest of the column
shows the corresponding top-5 gallery images. The retrieval
results are ranked from left to right according to similarity
score.

As we can see, there are a large number of false matches
in OTLA. However, the proposed method achieves most of
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Figure I. Comparison of the top-5 retrieved results of the proposed method and OTLA on the SYSU-MM01 dataset. The green bounding
boxes denote the right matches and the red bounding boxes denote the false matches. (a) shows the qualitative results of OTLA. (b) shows
our method. In both (a) and (b), the first column shows the query images and the rest column shows the corresponding top-5 gallery images.

Table I. The number of identities and labels with the different labeled ratios on SYSU-MM01 and RegDB under the bi-semi-supervised
setting.

Labeled
SYSU-MM01 RegDB

Visible Infrared Visible Infrared
ID# Labels# ID# Labels# ID# Labels# ID# Labels#

10% 395 2226 395 1191 206 206 206 206
25% 395 5565 395 2977 206 515 206 515
50% 395 11129 395 5955 206 1030 206 1030

Table II. Comparisons on six advanced methods on SYSU-MM01 and RegDB under the unsupervised setting. All methods are measured
by Rank-1 (%) and mAP (%). Methods marked by † denote re-implementations based on public code.

Settings
SYSU-MM01 RegDB

All Search Indoor Search Visible2Thermal Thermal2Visible
Type Method Venue Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP

USL

BUC† [3] AAAI’19 8.2 3.2 12.5 6.0 4.7 4.5 8.8 6.0
SpCL(USL)† [1] NIPS’20 18.7 11.4 27.1 20.9 20.6 17.3 19.0 16.6
MetaCam† [5] CVPR’21 14.7 9.3 23.9 17.1 23.1 17.5 20.9 16.5

HCD† [6] ICCV’21 18.0 17.9 24.4 28.8 10.8 12.3 12.4 13.7
H2H [2] TIP’21 25.5 25.2 - - 14.1 12.3 13.9 12.7

OTLA [4] ECCV’22 29.9 27.1 29.8 38.8 32.9 29.7 32.1 28.6
USSL DPIS(ours) - 58.4 55.6 63.0 70.0 62.3 53.2 61.5 52.7

the right matches even though some cases are difficult for
humans to recognize (e.g., query A and B). This demon-
strates the effectiveness of the proposed method in improv-
ing feature discriminability. In addition, we discover that in
some cases (e.g., query C), even if people change their be-
longings, the proposed method is still capable of achieving
accurate image retrieval.
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